Single crystals of L-O-serine phosphate X-irradiated at low temperatures: EPR, ENDOR, EIE, and DFT studies.
Single crystals of the phosphorylated amino acid L-O-serine phosphate were X-irradiated and studied at 10 K and at 77 K using EPR, ENDOR, and EIE techniques. Two radicals, R1(10 K) and R1(77 K), were detected and characterized as two different geometrical conformations of the protonated reduction product >CH-C(OH)(2). R1(10 K) is only observed after irradiation at 10 K, and upon heating to 40 K, R1(10 K) transforms rapidly and irreversibly into R1(77 K). The transition from R1(10 K) to R1(77 K) strongly increases the isotropic hyperfine coupling of the C-CH(beta) coupling (Delta = 32 MHz) and the major C-OH(beta) coupling (Delta = 47 MHz), in sharp contrast to the their much reduced anisotropic hyperfine couplings after the transition. An umbrella-like inversion of the carboxylic acid center, accompanied by minor geometrical adjustments, explains the changes of these observed isotropic and anisotropic couplings. DFT calculations were done on the reduced and protonated L-O-serine phosphate radical at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,p)//B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory in order to support the experimental observations. Two different conformations of the anion radical, related by an inversion at the carboxylic center, could be found within the single molecule partial energy-optimization scheme. These two conformations reproduce the experimental hyperfine couplings from radicals R1(10 K) and R1(77 K). A third radical, radical R2, was observed experimentally at both 10 and 77 K and was shown to be due to the decarboxylated L-O-serine phosphate oxidation product, a conclusion fully supported from the DFT calculations. Upon thermal annealing from 77 to 295 K, radicals R1(77 K) and R2 disappeared and all three previously observed room-temperature radicals could be observed. No phosphate-centered radicals could be observed at any temperatures, indicating that the phosphate-ester bond break for one of the room-temperature radicals does not occur by dissociative electron capture at the phosphate group.